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Abstract

The polar cap can become teardrop shaped through the poleward expansion of the dusk and dawn sectors of the auroral oval,

to form what is called horse collar aurora (HCA). The formation of HCA has been linked to dual-lobe reconnection (DLR)

where magnetic flux is closed at the dayside magnetopause. A prolonged period of northward IMF is required for the formation

of HCA. HCA have previously been identified in UV images captured by the Special Sensor Ultraviolet Spectrographic Imager

(SSUSI) instrument on-board the Defense Meteorological Satellite Program (DMSP) spacecraft F16, F17 and F18. Events that

have concurrent 630.0 nm all-sky camera (ASC) data from the Redline Geospace Observatory (REGO) Resolute Bay site are

now studied in more detail, making use of the higher cadence of the ASC images compared to DMSP/SSUSI. 11 HCA events are

studied and classified based on the IMF conditions at the end of the event. Five of the events were found to end via a southward

turning of the IMF, two end with positive By dominated IMF and four with negative By dominance. Under positive (negative)

By the arcs move duskward (dawnward) in the northern hemisphere with the opposite true in the southern hemisphere. Under

a southward turning the arcs move equatorward. One event is of particular interest as it occurred while there was a transpolar

arc (TPA) also present. Understanding the evolution of HCA will allow DLR to be studied in more detail.
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Key Points:8

• Horse collar aurora evolution is dependant on changes in the interplanetary magnetic field9

orientation.10

• Horse collar aurora arcs move dawnward in the northern hemisphere if the interplanetary11

magnetic field becomes negative IMF By dominated.12

• Transpolar arcs and horse collar aurora can occur simultaneously.13
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Abstract14

The polar cap can become teardrop shaped through the poleward expansion of the dusk and15

dawn sectors of the auroral oval, to form what is called horse collar aurora (HCA). The formation16

of HCA has been linked to dual-lobe reconnection (DLR) where magnetic flux is closed at the17

dayside magnetopause. A prolonged period of northward IMF is required for the formation18

of HCA. HCA have previously been identified in UV images captured by the Special Sensor19

Ultraviolet Spectrographic Imager (SSUSI) instrument on-board the Defense Meteorological20

Satellite Program (DMSP) spacecraft F16, F17 and F18. Events that have concurrent 630.0 nm21

all-sky camera (ASC) data from the Redline Geospace Observatory (REGO) Resolute Bay site22

are now studied in more detail, making use of the higher cadence of the ASC images compared23

to DMSP/SSUSI. 11 HCA events are studied and classified based on the IMF conditions at the24

end of the event. Five of the events were found to end via a southward turning of the IMF,25

two end with positive By dominated IMF and four with negative By dominance. Under positive26

(negative) By the arcs move duskward (dawnward) in the northern hemisphere with the opposite27

true in the southern hemisphere. Under a southward turning the arcs move equatorward. One28

event is of particular interest as it occurred while there was a transpolar arc (TPA) also present.29

Understanding the evolution of HCA will allow DLR to be studied in more detail.30

Plain Language Summary31

Horse collar auroras (HCA) form when the auroras move to high latitudes at dawn and32

dusk resulting in a teardrop-shaped polar cap. When the interplanetary magnetic field (IMF)33

embedded in the solar wind is directed almost exactly northwards a process called dual-lobe34

reconnection can occur which closes open magnetic flux on the dayside of the magnetosphere35

and has been proposed to be linked to the formation of HCA. We investigate 11 events in further36

detail that have concurrent data from Defense Meteorological Satellite Program and the 630.037

nm all-sky camera from the Redline Geospace Observatory. The events are separated based38

on the IMF conditions at the end of the event which appears to determine their subsequent39

evolution. The IMF turns southward at the end of 5 events, for the other 6 the IMF becomes40

dominated by a dawnward (2 events) or a duskward (4 events) component. One event is of41

special interest as the HCA occurs alongside a transpolar arc, where a single band of aurora42

is seen poleward of the main auroral oval. Studying the evolution of HCA and the solar wind43

conditions under which they evolve allows us to gain new insights into the conditions necessary44

for DLR.45
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1 Introduction46

Hones et al. [1989] first defined horse collar aurora (HCA) in 1989 based on Dynamics Explorer 147

auroral imager observations and derived their name due to the shape of the emitting area. HCA48

consist of bars of aurora in the morning and evening sectors framing a polar slot. Equatorward of49

the bars are ’webs’, which are regions of soft particle precipitation which contain weak (sometimes50

subvisual) aurora. HCA have been confirmed to occur when the interplanetary magnetic field51

(IMF) is northward, particularly at times when the By component is small [Hones et al., 1989,52

Meng, 1981, Murphree et al., 1982, Zhu et al., 1997, Bower et al., 2022]53

In early observations, Hones et al. [1989] reported a possible relationship between the lo-54

cation of the HCA polar slot and the IMF By component. They observed a HCA on 9th May55

1983 that formed around 08:23 UT and persisted until after 10:35 UT. During the HCA the56

IMF Bz component was consistently around +5 nT however the IMF By component was vari-57

able, being predominately negative before a sharp change at 09:20 UT after which it remained58

positive. Tracking of the polar slot between images over this time showed a dawnward motion of59

the HCA configuration after the By change. In the present study we investigate in more detail60

how changes in the orientation of the IMF affect pre-existing HCA, with the aim of further61

understanding their formation and subsequent disappearance.62

A thickening or tilting of the central plasma sheet have been suggested as possible formation63

models of HCA [Meng, 1981, Makita et al., 1991]. Meng [1981] suggested that a thickening of the64

central plasma sheet at both dawn and dusk could lead to a poleward expansion of the auroral65

oval at both sides, with this expansion of the auroral oval leading to the HCA configuration.66

MHD simulations by Tanaka et al. [2017] also show a significant thickening of the plasmas sheet67

on both sides forming a HCA configuration produced by a group of small-scale Sun-aligned arcs68

in the field-aligned currents (FACs) distribution [Hosokawa et al., 2020].69

Recently Milan et al. [2020] proposed a new model of HCA formation based on dual-lobe70

reconnection (DLR). DLR occurs under northward IMF when the same magnetic field line71

reconnects in both lobes of the Earth’s magnetosphere such that previously open field lines72

become closed. Milan et al. [2020] suggest that this newly closed flux is redistributed to dawn73

and dusk causing the open-closed field line boundary (OCB) to move poleward at dawn and74

dusk creating the HCA configuration and the distorted polar slot. There are also strong sunward75

flows across the dayside polar cap boundary as flux is converted from an open to closed topology.76

During this the main auroral oval remains relatively unchanged. Figure 3 of Milan et al. [2020]77

shows this schematically.78
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Milan et al. [2020] also suggested the anticipated response of the HCA configuration to79

changes in IMF orientation. Following a southward turning of the IMF, low-latitude reconnection80

leads to the creation of new open flux at the dayside of the polar cap. This newly open flux will81

be redistributed via a twin-cell convention pattern as the main auroral oval expands to lower82

latitudes, shown schematically in figure 7b of Milan et al. [2020]. This convention pattern is83

suggested to effect the HCA regions with them being pushed towards the nightside. A non-zero84

IMF By component will lead to the convection pattern being distorted to have a dusk-dawn85

asymmetry [Goudarzi et al., 2008]. The HCA arcs should entrained within the flows such that86

for positive By the newly open flux is distributed asymmetrically at dawn and lead to a general87

duskward motion of the closed high latitude flux of the HCA in the northern hemisphere, shown88

schematically in figure 7c of Milan et al. [2020].89

Milan et al. [2020] also suggested that the HCA configuration will evolve if the IMF stays90

northward but develops a non-zero By component, shown schematically in figure 7d of Milan91

et al. [2020]. In this case single-lobe reconnection (SLR) occurs in which magnetic field lines92

in the lobes of the magnetosphere reconnect with the IMF independently in both hemispheres.93

This leads to no changes in the amount of open flux within the polar cap but it is redistributed.94

In the case of positive By in the northern hemisphere open flux is siphoned from the pre-existing95

polar cap to create a new region of open flux at dawn [Milan et al., 2005]. This motion is96

suggested to cause the closed flux of the HCA to move together and duskward in this scenario.97

It is also possible for a smaller second reverse cell to be present [Imber et al., 2006, Milan et al.,98

2020] that could then create a smaller open region at dusk. The motion of the HCA arcs in99

the northern and southern hemisphere can be independent of one-another as SLR can occur at100

different rates in both hemispheres.101

All-sky cameras (ASC) have commonly been used to look at auroral arcs. Hosokawa et al.102

[2020] reported on a HCA event which occurred on 6th January 2013 where the ASC at Resolute103

Bay, Canada was able to observe the dawnside web of a HCA. At the same time space-based104

observations were available from SSUSI (Special Sensor Ultraviolet Spectrographic Imager) in-105

strument on board a Defense Meteorological Satellite Program (DMSP) satellite showing the106

whole HCA configuration. The ASC showed the web to be formed of a number of small-scale sun107

aligned arcs. Both types of auroral observation have their strengths and weaknesses. SSUSI has108

near-global coverage but poor temporal resolution, such that the evolution of auroral features is109

difficult to determine. On the other hand, ASC have a limited viewing area, but excellent time110

resolution. In this study we combine SSUSI with ASC to learn more about how HCA wax and111

wane.112
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In this paper we study the evolution of the 11 HCA events reported by Bower et al. [2022]113

in SSUSI observations that have concurrent Resolute Bay ASC data. The instruments used are114

described in section 2. Section 3 focuses on the observations of each event individually. The115

observations are discussed in section 4 in relation to the Milan et al. [2020] model which has116

been adapted to include the presence of a transpolar arc in explanation of one of the HCA events117

discussed. Finally section 5 concludes.118

2 Instrumentation119

We make use of two instruments on-board the Defense Meteorological Satellite Program (DMSP)120

satellites, the Special Sensor Ultraviolet Spectrographic Imager (SSUSI) and the Ion Drift Meter121

(IDM). DMSP is a series of sun-synchronous orbiting spacecraft with an altitude of 833 km122

(nominal) and an orbit period of 101.6 min [Paxton et al., 1992]. The particular spacecraft used123

here are F16, F17 and F18.124

SSUSI provides scans of the polar regions of the Earth. Each scan is a swath of the region125

built up over ∼ 20 minutes by scanning transverse to the orbit; each hemisphere is scanned126

approximately every 50 min. SSUSI operates at multiple wavelengths though we have only used127

the LBHs data as this is the clearest [Paxton et al., 1992, 1993, 2017].128

IDM is a sensor that is one of the four parts that make up the thermal plasma array129

detector SSIES (the special sensor for ions, electrons, and scintillation). It provides horizontal130

and vertical ion drift velocities at a rate of 6 samples per second with a resolution of 12 m s−1.131

The IDM measures the ion drift velocity perpendicular to the spacecraft’s velocity by measuring132

the angle of arrival of the ions. From this angle of arrival the perpendicular ion drift velocity133

is inferred since with respect to DMSP’s velocity the thermal velocity of ions is negligible [Rich134

and Hairston, 1994].135

Alongside the DMSP instruments we make use of three all-sky cameras (ASC) from the Red-136

line Geospace Observatory (REGO) system. The REGO is a system of auroral all-sky imagers137

designed and operated by the Auroral Imaging Group (AIG) which is part of the Canadian Space138

Agency’s Geospace Observatory (GO) Canada initiative [Calgary, 2022]. The imagers operate at139

630.0 nm, which is red-line optical emission, and have high sensitivity and temporal resolution,140

operating at a 3 s cadence with 2 s exposure time, and as such are able to detect faint polar cap141

aurora [Liang et al., 2016]. The three ASC used are Resolute Bay (geographic latitude 74.7◦,142

longitude 265.17◦), Taloyoak (geographic latitude 69.54◦, longitude 266.45◦) and Rankin Inlet143

(geographic latitude 62.82◦, longitude 267.89◦). All-sky camera data is only available during144
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local winter and when the local solar zenith angle is greater than 102 (i.e., it is dark enough to145

see the aurora).146

3 Observations147

From the list of 642 HCA events found by Bower et al. [2022] there are 11 events that coincide148

with Resolute Bay all-sky camera (ASC) data, listed in Table 1. Two other high latitude ASC149

are also used when data is available, these are the Rankin Inlet camera and the Taloyoak camera.150

Whether this data is available for an event or not is indicated in Table 1.151

Event Event Start End All-sky Camera IMF IMF ending event

number date time time data data

(UT) (UT)

1 2014-11-10 22:07 21:15 Resu, Rank, Talo ACE Dominant Negative By

2 2014-11-28 08:02 12:15 Resu, Talo OMNI Southward turning

3 2014-11-30 09:20 16:24 Resu, Talo OMNI Dominant Negative By

4 2014-12-13 09:51 13:42 Resu, Talo ACE Southward Turing

5 2014-12-31 16:46 04:26 Resu, Talo OMNI Dominant Negative By

6 2015-10-24 08:26 13:39 Resu OMNI Southward Turing

7 2016-01-02 21:20 04:48 Resu ACE Southward Turing

8 2016-01-04 09:24 12:20 Resu ACE Southward Turing

9 2016-01-05 12:59 19:20 Resu, Rank ACE Dominant Positive By

10 2016-02-03 09:51 18:49 Resu, Rank OMNI Dominant Positive By

11 2016-12-12 11:07 19:39 Resu, Rank, Talo OMNI Dominant Negative By

Table 1: Table of HCA Events. The ASC used with data available for the events are indicated in the fifth

column. The final column show the IMF condition at the end of the event which the events have bee categorized

with.

Due to large gaps in the OMNI data, magnetic field data from ACE is used for some152

events. In order to propagate this data to the magnetopause the position of the magnetopause153

is calculated using an assumed solar wind density of 3 cm−3 and the measured solar wind velocity154

along with the location of the ACE spacecraft. This density is used as there is no density data155

from ACE at these times and is an average solar wind density.156

Out of the 11 events, 5 were found to end with a southward turning of the IMF. The other157

6 events end with either positive (2 events) or negative (4 events) By dominated IMF. Event158
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1 is a special case where a TPA is present before the HCA forms. The events are described in159

detail below; they have been grouped based on the IMF condition at the end of the event.160

3.1 Southward turning161

We now present event 2 and discuss events 4, 6, 7, and 8 which are periods of HCA which end162

with a southward turning of the IMF.163

Figure 1 shows key times during event 2 on 28th November 2014. The top two panels show164

ASC data keograms across the north-south line (i) Resolute Bay and (ii) Taloyoak. The IMF165

data is shown in the next panel (iii), the Bz component is indicated by the black line, the By166

component by the red line and the Bx component by the blue line. The bottom panels show167

the different times vertically in each column with the spacecraft and hemisphere of the DMSP168

observations given in the first row along with them time in UT. The first row of the columns169

shows the DMSP/IDM flows with an inset showing the IMF clock angle at the time of the SSUSI170

image. The second row is the LBHs SSUSI image with the field of view of the ASC overlaid. The171

third row is the SSUSI image centred on the Taloyoak ASC station with the resolute bay and172

Taloyoak ASC images projected on top. The final rows are the ASC images, first from Resolute173

Bay and secondly from Taloyoak.174

Event 2 began around 08:02 UT (Figure 1a) on 28th November 2014 when the IMF changed175

from a negative By dominated IMF to a more northward IMF, the clock angle briefly passed176

through −9.8◦ before settling between -40 and -30◦. The HCA pattern could be seen forming in177

the northern hemisphere around this time and was also visible in the next southern hemisphere178

SSUSI image (Figure 1b). Sunward flows were seen across the centre of the polar cap during179

the event (Figure 1), with antisunward flows to either side, consistent with the DLR formation180

scenario outlined by Milan et al. [2020]. During this event there was a period of negative By181

and the dawnside arc in the northern hemisphere appeared the brightest of the two arcs (Figure182

1c).183
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Figure 1: Event 2 SSUSI and ASC images. The top panels show the keograms of the ASC and the relevant

IMF data for the event. The first row of the columns shows the DMSP/IDM flows with an inset showing the IMF

clock angle at the time of the SSUSI image. The second row is the LBHs SSUSI image on a log scale. The third

row is the SSUSI image centred on the Taloyoak ASC station with the available ASC images projected on top.

The final rows are the ASC images with north located at the top of each image plotted on a log scale. The UT

given is the time of the ASC image and the most poleward point of the DMSP pass.
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From the ASC and SSUSI row in Figure 1 it can be seen that ASCs show consistency with184

the SSUSI images. It is clearly seen that the ASC is observing the dawn HCA auroral arc due to185

the way they line up particularly in Figure 1d. The ASCs clearly showed the dawnside arc moved186

poleward, first seen by the Taloyoak camera and then by the Resolute Bay camera (Figure 1).187

The Resolute Bay ASC also showed the retreat of the arc back equatorward, coinciding with a188

brief southward turning of the IMF around 11:06 UT, before the longer turning of the IMF at189

12:15 UT which ended the event. The southern hemisphere SSUSI image at 12:48 UT (Figure190

1f) showed the retreat of the HCA arc back into the main auroral oval on both sides. The ASCs191

at that time showed that a similar retreat was happened in the northern hemisphere.192

It is also important to note that there are multiple arcs seen in the HCA configuration not193

just the two main poleward arcs. This is particularly clear after around 10:15 UT when it can194

be seen that Resolute Bay and Taloyoak are observing different auroral arcs. The arc seen by195

Resolute Bay is believed to be the leading poleward edge arc, where the arc seen by Taloyoak is196

thought to be contained within the ’web’ of the HCA.197

In summary, this event shows the formation of HCA as observed by SSUSI under north-198

ward IMF during near-zero clock angle. The ASC observations show that the dawn HCA arc199

progresses polewards from the poleward edge of the dawn sector auroral oval, and then retreats200

equatorwards again once the IMF turns southwards.201

Events 4, 6, 7 and 8 also show similar behaviour, each shows the formation of a HCA as202

observed by SSUSI during near-zero clock angle. During event 4 after formation of the HCA203

the clock angle settled around 40◦. Clear sunward flows were seen across the polar slot of the204

HCA in the IDM data. The ASC viewed the dawnside arc of the HCA which moved poleward205

followed by other auroral arcs possibly making up the ’web’ of the HCA. The event ended with206

a southward turning of the IMF and the arcs of the HCA are seen to move equatorward in both207

the SSUSI data and the ASC data.208

The IMF has a slight By dominance at the start of event 6 but as this reduced and the clock209

angle then decreased to less than 40◦ the formation of the HCA becomes clearer. Sunward flows210

over the polar cap are again seen in the IDM data while the HCA configuration is present. The211

ASC data is only available for the start of the event and is hindered by cloud therefore no clear212

motion is seen; however the arcs do match the dawnside arc seen by SSUSI. The arcs remained213

relatively stationary and the presence of the sunward flow only ended once the IMF had turned214

southward. The following SSUSI images showed the arc in the southern hemisphere had moved215

equatorward.216
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For event 7 the ASC were observing the duskside arc toward the dayside initially and a217

poleward motion of the arc was seen while the IMF was near pure northward. The IDM data218

for this event were not very useful as they are usually towards the dayside or nightside edge219

of the oval thus not giving a clear indication of the HCA flows. At the end of this event the220

IMF Bz went southward with strong positive By. Following this change arcs were seen to move221

southward by the Resolute Bay ASC. The SSUSI images for the end of the event were very far222

towards the nightside and as such the arcs could not be seen.223

The beginning of event 8 is hard to determine due to both a data gap in the SSUSI images224

and the Resolute Bay ASC not seeing any auroras. The IMF had a clock angle of ∼ 30◦ at225

which time the oval was seen thickening at dawn and dusk by SSUSI. Following this the polar226

cap became smaller and aurora was seen in the Resolute Bay camera moving northward. The227

IMF briefly became dominated by negative By before it turned southward. After the southward228

turning the IMF was By positive and the arc was seen to move equatorward. Then the IMF229

changed from By positive to By negative and the dawnside arc seen by the ACS moved poleward230

before fading entirely when the IMF again turned southward.231

3.2 Dominated Negative By232

Here we present event 3 as well as discuss events 5 and 11, which are periods of HCA which end233

with the IMF being dominated by negative By. Event 1 is discussed separately.234

Event 3 began around 9:20 UT on 30th November 2014. The HCA pattern was first seen235

around 9:20 UT (Figure 2a). This was after a period of northward IMF between 08:22 UT236

and 08:56 UT. The Resolute Bay camera also imaged aurora which moved poleward (Figure237

2). A southward turning of the IMF at 9:38 UT halted the formation and the arcs moved238

anti-sunward.239

When the IMF returned northward it was also By positive. In the northern hemisphere the240

dawn arc had moved towards a more central position and the dusk arc started to bend. The241

IMF became more purely northward around 13:22 UT although the OMNI data had short gaps242

around that time. The polar cap filled with aurora again and the flows were sunward.243

Two new HCA arcs formed during the second period of northward IMF and the original244

arc appeared to be trapped in the middle. This is seen in the Resolute bay images as the245

new dawnside arc was seen from around 13:30 UT and moved poleward where it was clearly246

seen to align with the dawnside arc seen by SSUSI (Figure 2e). The IMF became By negative247

dominated, in the northern hemisphere the arcs were pushed dawnward and duskward in the248
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southern hemisphere. The IMF then turned southward and the arcs were no longer visible by249

16:24 UT.250

Figure 2: Event 3. Same format as Figure 1

In summary, SSUSI observed the formation of the HCA after a period of near-zero clock251

angle. During the event the ASC observed the dawn side arc moving poleward. After a period of252

variable By a second pair of HCA arcs formed with a single arc being left visible between them.253

After the IMF became By negative dominated the pair of HCA arcs both moved dawnward in254

the northern hemisphere and duskward in the southern hemisphere.255

Events 5 and 11 also show similar behaviour. Event 5 started with sunward flows seen in the256

IDM data across the polar cap shortly after a period of pure northward IMF. The auroral oval257

was seen thickening at both side however a period of negative By dominated IMF appeared to258

halt the formation. Possibly, due to the By influence the arc at dusk in the southern hemisphere259
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then protruded further into the polar cap while the dawn arc in the northern did the same.260

The ASC were not ideally located being on the dayside and not imaging the HCA arc until261

the end of the event. The presence of the Moon also made the arcs less clear. The HCA262

pattern briefly faded before it emerged again when the clock angle was close to zero. The HCA263

pattern did not fully form in this event however SSUSI was able to see the dawnside arc in264

the northern hemisphere at the same time the ASC were viewing the duskside arc. The SSUSI265

images between 03:10 UT and 04:00 UT were not ideal as they only imaged the nightside thus266

it was not possible to see the arcs progression. By 04:26 UT the HCA pattern had gone and267

the dawn arc was merged back into the auroral oval. However the ASC saw the duskside arc268

progress poleward out of their field of view.269

The formation of the HCA for event 11 was captured by the ASC as there were multiple270

gaps in the SSUSI data. When the clock angle became small a poleward motion of the dawnside271

arc was seen by both ASCs. There were also other smaller arcs in the Taloyoak images that also272

moved northward, these were likely in the web of the HCA. Small sunward flows over the polar273

cap were also seen at this time. Multiple arcs seen by the ASCs continued to move northward274

until a slight positive By dominance stopped the motion briefly; the arcs continued to move275

northward after. The sunward flows in this event were clearer in the southern hemisphere. The276

ASC data had gaps due to the time of day and the sun obscuring the view. After a period of277

variable IMF it finally remained By negative ending the near pure northward IMF. The HCA278

pattern was no longer visible in the northern hemisphere SSUSI image and instead a single dawn-279

side arc was visible. By the following northern SSUSI image this arc had disappeared. A similar280

pattern was seen in the southern hemisphere: the remnant of the HCA pattern with a duskside281

arc in the following SSUSI image which had also gone by the following SSUSI image.282

3.2.1 Event 1283

At 10:03 UT on 11th November 2014 a clear HCA shape was visible in the SSUSI data (Figure284

3k) thus suggesting that the actual start time of the event must be earlier than 10:03 UT. The285

IMF began to remain northward for a prolonged period from around 17:00 UT on the 10th286

November. Two TPAs were seen forming on opposite sides of the polar cap in the southern287

hemisphere at dusk around 18:28 UT and at dawn in the northern hemisphere 18:44 UT on the288

10th November 2014 (Figure 3a and b). For at least an hour before the IMF was northward289

and the By component was negative around -6nT. The flows seen by DMSP were complicated290

with some sunward flows seen between 18:28 UT and 19:19 UT. At 20:09 UT and 20:26 UT the291

TPAs are not as clearly defined. The arc in the northern hemisphere was visible in the 21:01292
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UT image. During this period the IMF was quite variable with large By components.293

(a) (b) (c) (d) (e) (f)

(g) (h) (i) (j) (k) (l)

(m) (n) (o) (p) (q)

Figure 3: SSUSI images and IDM flows for event 1 with time increasing from left to right and top to bottom.

The ACE data for the event is show in the top panel. The DMSP spacecraft ID, hemisphere and time are indicted

in the top of each panel.

At 22:07 UT there were clear sunward flows associated with northward IMF and a potential294

HCA configuration began to develop but it is not clear in the south as the spacecraft passes295

were towards the nightside. The clock angle reduced around 21:40 UT and the magnitude of296

the By component decreased to less than -5 nT after around 22:10 UT and the Bz component297
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was northward with less variability. The ASC images were available from around 23 UT and a298

northward motion of the duskside of the polar cap was visible in these images particularly in299

the Resolute Bay camera. It is noted that the ASC were obscured by the presence of the Moon300

which moved from the south-east to the south of the ASC images throughout the event. The301

HCA pattern faded around 01:38 UT which was in a short dip between two periods of positive302

By (+5 nT) and slightly negative Bz. It can be seen in the Rankin Inlet images that the arc303

moved towards the southeast and in Resolute Bay it moved westward and Taloyoak did not see304

much.305

The IMF returns northward around 2:15 UT and By became close to 0. The IMF then306

returned and stayed northward and By approximately 0 for approximately 5 hours with only a307

slight By dip to -5 nT around 4:30 UT. During this time the ASC did not see much. The DMSP308

flows were less clear with no sunward flows measured for these time in the northern hemisphere309

but some small sunward flows were seen in the southern hemisphere. Around 8:15 UT – 8:45310

UT the IMF By dips to -5nT perhaps halting the HCA formation and causing the TPA to move311

back poleward.312

During the second period of near-zero clock angle arcs were seen moving duskward in the313

ASC. A faint arc was visible in the Taloyoak data at around 9:09 UT and moved northward.314

It was not seen in the Resolute Bay north-south keogram as it does not cross the centre of the315

image. A fainter arc was seen by Resolute Bay at 9:11 UT that briefly moved northward before316

fading. The IMF By decreases again at 9:30 UT and the arc remained relatively stationary.317

Around 9:20 UT and 10:05 UT an arc was visible in the field of view of Resolute Bay and318

then it also became visible in Taloyoak around 09:45 UT. This arc was moving south-eastward319

until 11:35 UT. A further arc was seen in the Resolute Bay image moving south-eastward around320

10:20 UT leaving the field of view around 10:40 UT. This arc was faint and not clearly seen in321

the Taloyoak images. The IMF remained consistent until 14:30 UT and the arcs merged into322

the oval.323

The HCA pattern re-appears around 14:50 UT (Figure 3n) when the IMF By increases to324

between 0 and -5nT. Sun-ward flows accompanied this HCA pattern and lasted until 18:33 UT.325

Around 18:00 UT the IMF By decreased again to -9nT then remained largely negative and the326

HCA pattern disappears.327

In summary, a TPA formed in both hemispheres around four hours before the HCA event328

started. Changes in the IMF By and Bz component cause both the TPA and HCA to move329

throughout the event. Southward IMF causes equatorward motion where negative By caused330
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dawnward motion in the northern hemisphere which ended the event.331

3.3 Dominated Positive By332

We will present event 9 and discuss event 10 which are periods of HCA which end with the IMF333

being dominated by positive By.334

Event 9 occurred on the 5th January 2016. The clock angle first approached zero around335

11:55 UT and remained so for around 2 hours with slight deviations to positive By . The aurora336

was first seen in the Resolute Bay camera around 12:20 UT (Figure 1). The Rankin Inlet camera337

was obscured by a bright spot and therefore does not show anything. The Resolute Bay arc was338

then seen moving northward and left the field of view around 13:00 UT. Shortly after another339

arc was seen moving northward until the second arc disappeared northward of the field of view340

around 13:35 UT. Then there was a period where only faint arcs were seen on the southward edge341

of the field of view. A further third clear arc was seen around 13:55 UT; this arc quickly moved342

northward and a fourth arc followed it northward until 14:20 UT when it remained stationary.343

This stationary time occurred shortly after a quick southward turning of the IMF and increase344

in the magnitude of By. The arc was not as bright but continued moving northward after around345

14:45 UT followed by other faint arcs. At 15:15 UT there were no more ASC images.346
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Figure 4: Event 9. Same format as Figure 1

Figure 4a shows the HCA pattern in the SSUSI image at 12:59 UT. The SSUSI images347
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also showed this multi arc structure showing the webs of the HCA in this event were filled348

with other arcs. The SSUSI image at 13:27 UT (Figure 4b) showed this multiple arc structure349

in the southern hemisphere. Some sunward flows over the centre of the polar cap were seen350

around the start of the event at 12:32 UT and these became more clearly northward IMF flows351

in successive SSUSI images, and were seen continuously until 17:38 UT, this was shortly after352

the IMF became By positive dominated. The IMF continued to be By dominated and the HCA353

pattern disappeared to be replaced with a single arc at dusk (dawn) in northern (southern)354

hemisphere (Figure 4g and h).355

In summary, the HCA is seen to form after a period of small clock angle. Multiple arcs356

appear to be present in the ASC images progressing northward. The IMF became By positive357

dominated ending the event. It was seen in the SSUSI images that the HCA pattern was replaced358

with a single arc in each hemisphere. In the northern hemisphere this arc was at dusk whereas359

in the southern hemisphere it was at dawn.360

Event 10 also began after a period of pure northward IMF with clear sunward flows seen361

over the polar cap and the HCA pattern became visible in the SSUSI images. The Resolute Bay362

ASC images also viewed the dawn side of the HCA and saw arcs moving northward. During a363

brief period of positive By the arc seen in the ASC became brighter and moved northward faster.364

The ASC data ends before the end of the event. The IMF went positive By dominated again365

and in the northern hemisphere the arcs moved duskward and in the southern hemisphere they366

are moved dawnward. The expected sunward flows are seen throughout the event particularly367

in the southern hemisphere.368

4 Discussion369

Here we have made use of high latitude all-sky cameras (ASC) along with data from DMSP/SSUSI370

and DMSP/IDM to observe the lifetimes of horse collar aurora (HCA) events. 11 events from371

the Bower et al. [2022] list of HCA events were found to have suitable data coverage by the372

Resolute Bay ASC. Additional ASC data from the Taloyoak and Rankin Inlet stations has also373

been used where available. Milan et al. [2020] suggested a formation model of HCAs based on374

dual-lobe reconnection (DLR) and their anticipated response to a change in IMF orientation.375

We have classified the 11 events based on the change in IMF orientation as the HCA pattern376

ends. 45% of the events were found to end with a southward turning of the interplanetary377

magnetic field (five events). The other six events were found to end under By dominated IMF378

with positive By occurring for two events and negative for the other four events.379
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Each of the events follows a formation similar to that suggested by Milan et al. [2020] with380

the HCA pattern emerging from the auroral oval after a period of northward IMF usually with381

a small clock angle (θ). Table 2 shows the average clock angle for the hour centered on the382

start time of the HCA event and r, where r is the measure of angular dispersion. An r of 0 is a383

uniform distribution and an r of 1 is concentrated in one direction [Mardia and Jupp, 2009]. The384

average magnitude of the clock angle is below 41◦ for all the events but this has not take into385

account the uncertainty on the start time of the event. The uncertainty in the start time of the386

event is due to the start time being based on the DMSP/SSUSI images in order to confirm that387

the poleward motion of the arcs is occurring at both dusk and dawn. This therefore means that388

the start time is only as accurate as the frequency of the DMSP/SSUSI images. This formation389

is slightly different for event 1 which occurs when a TPA is already present in the polar cap this390

is discussed in more detail in section 4.1.391

Event 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11

θ (◦) -34.00 -39.27 37.54 20.66 -27.21 -40.97 22.07 40.98 17.12 4.42 -1.19

r 0.02 0.98 0.67 0.73 0.79 0.93 0.99 0.80 0.95 0.90 0.97

Table 2: Table of average clock angle, θ, in the hour centred on the start time of the HCA events. r is the

measure of angular disruption.

After the initial formation the particular motion of the HCA arcs in each of the events392

varies depending of the IMF conditions. As shown in event 3 around 9:38 UT (Figure 2) a393

short southward turning can halt the formation of the HCA and in this case even cause the arcs394

to move anti-sunward. This is similar to what happens when the IMF turns southward for a395

long period resulting in the end of the HCA event. Five events are identified to end due to a396

southward turning of the IMF. Of these events two end with only a slight negative IMF (greater397

than -2 nT) (events 6 and 8), the other three events are more variable. Event 4 ended with an398

average southward IMF of around -3 nT. Event 2 and 7 ended with an average southward IMF of399

around -4 nT. As predicted by the Milan et al. [2020] model the sunward flows stop as the HCA400

ends in each of these events. This is expected as following a southward turning reconnection401

will resume at the nose of the magnetopause and typical Dungey cycle anti-sunward flows will402

occur across the polar cap [Dungey, 1961, Cowley and Lockwood, 1992]. Three of the events403

end with the southward component of the IMF dominating (events 6, 4 and 2). These events404

follow the anticipated response of Milan et al. [2020], as shown in their Figure 7b, with the arcs405

moving equatorward and towards nightside. The nightside motion of the HCA pattern begins406

before the southward turning for event 4 however the IMF is close to zero and sunward flows407
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have also stopped therefore this motion is still in keeping with the expected motion.408

Event 2 also has a small southward turning of the IMF before the end of the event however409

this is also seen to cause the arcs to retreat equatorward. For this event the southern hemisphere410

SSUSI image at 12:48 (Figure 1e) shows the retreat of the HCA arc back into the main auroral411

oval on both sides and the ASC at this time show that a similar retreat was happening in412

the northern hemisphere. This shows that the motion was happening in both hemispheres413

simultaneously.414

Events 7 and 8 although ending with a southward turning of the IMF were also influenced415

by a By dominance. Event 8 initially was slightly By positive after the southward turning of the416

IMF around 12:21, the arcs continued to move anti-sunward and were pushed duskward by the417

asymmetrical flows associated with the By dominance. Then later around 13:23 the IMF became418

By negative dominated while also turning northward. The Resolute Bay camera observed the419

dawn arc which did not move much during this period and then the arc faded entirely when420

more southward dominated IMF occurred at 16:00.421

Event 7 was dominated by a strong By positive component of the IMF but the motion was422

less clear due to the SSUSI images for the time period being very far towards the nightside423

and as such the arcs are not visible. The dusk arc also stopped being visible in the Resolute424

Bay camera around 06:19 but was seen to be move southward before this time. This is the425

expected motion of the arcs based on Milan et al. [2020] Figure 7c which shows that due to an426

asymmetrical addition of new open flux caused by the By dominance the HCA arcs are forced427

either duskward or dawnward based on the sign of By and the hemisphere viewed. For positive428

By in the northern hemisphere the motion is expected to be duskward as seen in event 7.429

Of the six events that are found to end due to a By dominated IMF, four are dominated by430

negative By and two by positive By. The positive By events (9 and 10) both consist of multiple431

auroral structures making up the HCA pattern with the HCA arcs close to the pole and the432

web filled with the other arcs seen by the Resolute Bay camera. In both cases the Resolute Bay433

camera was viewing the dawnside arc and the data ended before the end of the HCA event. In434

the case of event 9 at 14:20 the aurora visible in the Resolute Bay camera remained stationary435

(Figure 4) around this time the IMF briefly turned southward and the negative By increased436

in magnitude. This brief southward turning is thought to halt DLR and therefore the HCA437

arc stopped progressing northward. It is likely that the arcs do not retreat equatorward as438

the southward turning is not long enough for substantial new open flux to be created on the439

dayside. Event 10 has a more variable IMF with short By positive dominated period throughout440
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the event. One such time is at 11:22 and it can be seen in the Resolute Bay camera that the441

arc at this time became brighter and progressed northward more rapidly.442

In both events when the IMF became By positive dominated as expected the strong sunward443

flows in the centre of the polar cap stopped as lobe stirring began, due to single lobe reconnection444

occurring. The By dominance is stronger in event 9 then event 10. In event 9 the IMF changed445

around 17:25 and by the next SSUSI image the aurora was less intense (Figure 4c). The two main446

HCA arcs were still visible and by 17:55 (Figure 4d) the two arcs began to move duskward. This447

appeared to start with the dayside end of the arcs moving first. The next northern hemisphere448

SSUSI image was at 19:20 and only one arc remained at dusk. Alternatively in the southern449

hemisphere the HCA arcs were less defined (Figure 4f) but appeared to move leaving a dawnside450

arc (Figure 4g).451

In event 10 the IMF became By positive dominated around 15:18 but had had a considerable452

By component before this time. The clear sunward flows ended around 16:15. More complicated453

flows occurred after and the webs of the HCA appeared to fade with the two arcs left visible.454

By 16:38 both arcs in the northern hemisphere had moved duskward. By 18:00 a single arc was455

seen at dusk. The southern hemisphere was less clear and there were gaps in the SSUSI data456

meaning that the next southern hemisphere SSUSI image that clearly showed the remainder of457

the arcs is the 18:49 image in which a single arc was visible at dawn.458

In both of these cases the arcs moved in opposite directions in each hemisphere such that459

in the northern hemisphere they moved duskward and in the southern hemisphere they moved460

dawnward. This is in agreement with Milan et al. [2020] model Figure 7d where they predicted461

that under continued northward IMF with a positive By component single lobe reconnection462

would take place. In the case of positive By the dawn lobe cell is larger than the dusk. This463

single lobe reconnection in the northern hemisphere would then siphon open flux from the pre-464

existing polar cap and expand a new polar cap at dawn which in turn causes the closed flux465

of the HCA arcs to move together and move duskward. The motion would also be expected to466

be the opposite in the southern hemisphere as seen in events 9 and 10. Milan et al. [2020] also467

suggested that in the northern (southern) hemisphere a smaller new polar cap may extend at468

dusk (dawn). This can cause a protrusion of aurora at dusk (dawn). This appears to happen469

in the case of event 9 and is seen clearest in the northern hemisphere at 17:55 (Figure 4d).470

Milan et al. [2020] also noted that as this process is dependent on single lobe reconnection and471

as such the rate of motion of the arcs does not have to be the same in both hemispheres as472

the rate of single lobe reconnection can be different. In the case of the events studied here the473
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rates of motion in each hemisphere are unclear due to the nature of the instruments used, with474

DMSP/SSUSI providing images from each spacecraft of each hemisphere every 45 min and the475

ASC only being in the northern hemisphere.476

The flow patterns seen by DMSP/IDM also support Milan et al. [2020] model. During477

both events there were clear sunward flows over the centre of the polar cap, then after the IMF478

became positive By dominated the flow pattern changed. In the northern hemisphere the flows479

shift so that a small sunward flow was seen towards dusk between the two lobe cells where the480

dawn cell was the larger of the two cells due to the positive By component on the IMF. This481

can be seen most clearly in event 9 at 17:55 (Figure 4d). The opposite is also expected in the482

southern hemisphere such that the dusk lobe cell was the largest and the small sunward flows483

were seen towards dawn. This can be seen in event 9 at 18:00 (Figure 4e). Due to gaps in the484

data and less clear flow structures it is not possible to determine if this is the case for event485

10.486

The other four events end with a negative By dominated IMF, these are events 1, 3, 5 and487

11. As previously mentioned event 1 is a special case involving a TPA that is present before488

the HCA event and as such is discussed separately below. The data was not ideal for any of489

these three events with event 11 and event 3 having gaps in the SSUSI data and the ASC not490

covering the entire period and event 5 the HCA does not form very far into the polar cap before491

the IMF changes. In event 11 the HCA pattern takes a while to be seen clearly in the SSUSI492

data around 3 hours after the IMF became more northward. This could be due to the small493

magnitude of Bz (∼2 nT) therefore the clock angle was effected more easily by changes in By.494

Once formed the HCA arcs progressed poleward with the web appearing to be filled with other495

aurora observed by Resolute Bay. There were some gaps in the SSUSI data but sunward flows496

were seen regularly. A negative By dominated between 13:11 and 13:30 which appeared to slow497

the motion of the dawnside arc seen by the Resolute Bay camera. This is possible under the498

Milan et al. [2020] model as the negative By could cause the dawnside arc the to move slightly499

duskward before moving anti sunward if the negative By dominance continued. The duskside500

arc would also be expected to move dawnward but this was not visible as there was a gap in501

SSUSI observations at this time. Unfortunately the end of the event is less clear due to the data502

gaps in both SSUSI and the ASC along with the IMF being variable. The IMF was dominated503

by mainly By negative from 16:11 with a short positive dominance at 19:19-19:35. The SSUSI504

image at 18:59 showed a single arc on the duskside in the southern hemisphere and on the505

dawnside in the northern hemisphere at 19:39. The flows did not clearly show the flow pattern506

expected by Milan et al. [2020] as they are weak but the location of the arcs are in agreement507
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with the model. Events 3 and 5 also show the same motion of the arcs after the IMF became508

negative By dominated with the poleward arcs of the HCA moving towards dawn in the northern509

hemisphere and toward dusk in the southern hemisphere.510

4.1 Event 1 Discussion511

Event 1 is a special case as the HCA event occurs while there was a pre-existing TPA. The TPA512

formed around 4 hours before the start of the HCA. This TPA is consistent with the Milan513

et al. [2005] TPA formation model with the TPA being mirrored in each hemisphere about the514

Sun-Earth line. The TPA occurred at dawn in the northern hemisphere and at dusk in the515

southern hemisphere, this is consistent with the negative sign of the By component in the hours516

before the TPA event [Fear and Milan, 2012]. The IMF had a negative By component around517

-6 nT for at least an hour before the TPA began to protrude into the polar cap. After the518

formation of the TPA the IMF became variable with large By components. This variation lead519

to a complicated flow pattern until 22:07 UT when clear sunward flows were seen and a potential520

HCA configuration began to be visible in the SSUSI images. This formation maybe linked to521

the clock angle reducing around 21:40 UT, the By component increased to above than -5 nT522

after around 22:10 UT and the Bz component was northward with less variability. Figure 5a and523

5b show a proposed flow pattern in the northern hemisphere adapted from Milan et al. [2020]524

Figure 3b and 3c to add the presence of a TPA formed under negative By. This potential HCA525

pattern and more stable IMF continued along with the sunward flow until 00:23 UT causing the526

TPA to move poleward.527

(c)(b)(a)

Figure 5: (a and b) HCA formation with pre-existing TPA. (c) Response to change in IMF southward turning

and By > 0 in northern hemisphere. Light grey shaded area is the HCA, dark grey the TPA. Black arrow show

the flow. Blue the motion of the TPA and green the expansion of the polar cap.

The IMF changed such that it is By positive between 01:27 UT and 01:36 UT and By528

negative between 01:36 UT and 01:45 UT. Along with this the Bz component became slightly529
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negative during the positive By. It is possible that this variation causes the flows to be like that530

of Milan et al. [2020] Figure 7(c) and adapted to include the TPA in Figure 5c. The aurora seen531

by Rankin Inlet and Resolute Bay matches the expected motion of the HCA with Rankin Inlet532

seeing the arc move south-east ward and Resolute Bay westward.533

(a) (b)

Figure 6: Motion of HCA and TPA with dominant By component in the northern hemisphere under northward

IMF (a) By > 0 (b) By < 0. Light grey shaded area is the HCA, dark grey the TPA. Black arrow show the flow.

Blue the motion of the TPA and green the the motion of boundaries of the polar cap.

Around 2:15 UT the IMF returned northward with a clock angle of around 3◦ for the next534

5 hours with a r of 0.82 where r is the measure of angular disruption. An r of 0 is a uniform535

distribution and an r of 1 is concentrated in one direction [Mardia and Jupp, 2009]. The only536

deviation was a slight By dip to -5 nT around 4:30 UT. The flows would then be expected to537

return to those in Figure 5b thus causing the TPA to sit in the middle of the polar cap. During538

this time the ASC did not see much.539

Between 04:57 UT and 07:11 UT the TPA was hard to distinguish from the HCA. This could540

be because when the By component was negative such that it had a higher magnitude and DLR541

stoped but with continued northward IMF the flows would be similar to Milan et al. [2020] Figure542

7d with the larger flow cell being the dawn cell. Figure 6 shows the proposed motion of the HCA543

and TPA under By dominated northward IMF for Figure 6a By > 0 and Figure 6b By < 0.544

In the case of this event By was initially negative and went positive between approximately545

4:45 UT and 6:15 UT. Therefore the TPA was moved across the polar cap dawnward and then546

duskward. Via these flows the TPA became indistinguishable from first the dawn arc of the547

TPA and then the dusk (Figure 3b), with the opposite true in the southern hemisphere. The548

DMSP/IDM flows were less clear with no sunward flows measured for these time in the northern549

hemisphere but some small sunward flows were seen in the southern hemisphere.550

A dip in IMF By halted the formation of the HCA and caused the TPA to move back551
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poleward. When the IMF was again approximately zero the ASCs saw an arc moving from one552

camera to another. Figure 7 indicates this progression. The orange arrows in Figure 7 show553

the dawn arc of the HCA first moved northward in the Taloyoak image around 9:09 UT into554

the Resolute Bay camera when it moved duskward. It did not cross the centre of the image so555

was not seen in the north-south keogram. A fainter arc was seen by Resolute Bay at 9:11 UT,556

indicated by the blue arrow, briefly moved northward before fading.557

Figure 7: ASC keograms on 11th November 2014 8-12 UT with ACE data in bottom panel. The top two panels

are the Rankin Inlet camera the next two are the Resolute Bay and the final two ASC panels are the Taloyoak

camera.

Around 9:30 UT the By component changed to less than -9 nT and halted the formation of558

the HCA. The TPA was again visible in the centre of the polar cap. Again the flows could be559

expected to be like those in Figure 6b. At 10:03 UT (Figure 3k) the TPA then appeared as the560

dawn arc of the HCA, however there are two arcs visible on the dawnside, the most poleward is561

the TPA the other the HCA. The opposite is true in the southern hemisphere (Figure 3l).562

The HCA dawn arc (orange arrows Figure 7) was visible in the field of view of Resolute Bay563

between around 9:20 UT and 10:05 UT. And it also became visible in Taloyoak around 09:45 UT564

and was clearly visible moving south and dawnward until 11:35 UT. A further arc (yellow arrows565

Figure 7) was seen in the Resolute Bay image to move south and dawnward around 10:20 UT566

and left the field of view around 10:40 UT. This arc is believed to be the TPA moving dawnward.567
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The arc was faint and not clearly seen in the Taloyoak images however there was aurora seen568

to move dawnward around 10:45 UT- 10:50 UT. This IMF configuration remained until around569

14:30 UT and the TPA has merged with the oval and the HCA pattern has gone.570

Then the IMF By increased to between 0 and -5nT and by 14:50 UT a HCA pattern was571

seen forming with sunward flows (Figure 3n). Sunward flows were seen consistently until 18:33572

UT however a TPA dominated over the HCA pattern (Figure 3o). Around 18:00 UT the IMF573

By decreased again to -9nT we could expect the arcs in the northern hemisphere to be pushed574

dawnward (Figure 3q) as predicted by Figure 6b. By then remained largely negative -9nT and575

the HCA pattern disappeared and the TPA merged with the dawnside oval in the northern576

hemisphere.577

5 Conclusion578

We have studied 11 horse collar aurora (HCA) events with the use of DMSP/SSUSI and579

DMSP/IDM. In addition we have used three REGO all-sky cameras (ASC) located at Res-580

olute Bay, Taloyoak and Rankin Inlet to improve the spatial and temporal resolution of the581

observations within the polar cap. The formation of these HCA occurs as expected under north-582

ward IMF during times when the clock angle is small. The evolution of the HCA is consistent583

with the Milan et al. [2020] model such that a southward turning of the IMF causes the HCA584

arcs to retreat equatorward toward the nightside. A By dominated southward IMF also causes585

the HCA arcs to move duskward if positive and dawnward if negative. A continued northward586

IMF with a large By component also causes the arcs to move in a dusk-dawn motion as pre-587

dicted by Milan et al. [2020]. Under a By positive dominated northward IMF the HCA arcs588

move duskward in the northern hemisphere leaving the original dawnside arc of the HCA visible589

at dusk in the polar cap regions. The motion is opposite in the southern hemisphere. This590

motion is also reversed if the IMF is dominated by a negative By component such that in the591

northern hemisphere the arcs are left at dawn.592

We also studied an event where a TPA occurs followed by a HCA. The TPA pre-exists the593

HCA by around 4 hours and is consistent with the Milan et al. [2005] TPA formation model,594

forming at dawn in the northern hemisphere. We then suggest how the TPA and HCA evolve595

in the context of the Milan et al. [2020] HCA formation model.596
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